Instructions for Authors

Scope

The *Journal of Moral Philosophy (JMP)* is a peer-reviewed journal of moral, political and legal philosophy with an international focus. It publishes articles in all areas of normative philosophy, including pure and applied ethics, as well as moral, legal, and political theory. Articles exploring non-Western traditions are also welcome. The Journal seeks to promote lively discussions and debates for established academics and the wider community, by publishing articles that avoid unnecessary jargon without sacrificing academic rigour. It encourages contributions from newer members of the philosophical community. The *Journal of Moral Philosophy* is published six times a year, in February, April, June, August, October, and December. One issue per year is devoted to a particular theme and each issue will contain articles, discussion pieces, review essays and book reviews.

Ethical and Legal Conditions

The publication of a manuscript in a peer-reviewed work is expected to follow standards of ethical behaviour for all parties involved in the act of publishing: authors, editors, and reviewers. Authors, editors, and reviewers should thoroughly acquaint themselves with Brill’s publication ethics, which may be downloaded here: brill.com/page/ethics/publication-ethics-cope-compliance.

Online Submission

The *Journal of Moral Philosophy* now uses online submission only. Authors should submit their manuscript online via the Editorial Manager (EM) online submission system at: editorialmanager.com/jmpbrill. First-time users of EM need to register first. Go to the website and click on the “Register Now” link in the login menu. Enter the information requested. During registration, you can fill in your username and password. If you should forget your Username and Password, click on the “Send Username/Password” link in the login section, and enter your first name, last name and e-mail address exactly as you had entered it when you registered. Your access codes will then be e-mailed to you.

Prior to submission, authors are encouraged to read the “Instructions for Authors.” When submitting via the website, you will be guided stepwise through the creation and uploading of the various files. A revised document is uploaded the same way as the initial submission. The system automatically generates an electronic (PDF) proof, which is then used for reviewing purposes. All correspondence, including the editor’s request for revision and final decision, is sent by e-mail.

Double-blinded Peer Review

*JMP* uses a double-blinded peer review system, which means that manuscript author(s) do not know who the reviewers are, and that reviewers do not know the names of the author(s). When you submit your article via Editorial Manager, you will be asked to submit a separate title page that includes the full
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title of the manuscript, the names and complete contact details of all authors, the abstract, keywords, and any acknowledgement texts. This page will not be accessible to the referees. All other files (manuscript, figures, tables, etc.) should not contain any information concerning author names, institutions, etc. The names of these files and the document properties should also be anonymized.

File Format
The file format for submissions is MS Word (.doc, .docx).

Contact Address
For any questions or problems relating to your manuscript please contact the Editorial Office, e-mail: journal.moral.philosophy@gmail.com. For eventual questions about Editorial Manager, authors can also contact the Brill EM Support Department at: em@brill.com.
Books for Review and Correspondence about reviews should be sent to the Reviews Editor: Christian Miller, Department of Philosophy, PO Box 7332, Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, NC 27109, USA (e-mail: millerc@wfu.edu).

Submission Requirements

Language
Manuscripts should be written in English. Spelling (British or American) should be consistent throughout. Avoid using contractions: e.g., 'cannot' rather than 'can't'.

Length
Submissions should be no more than 10,000 words in length, formatted using double spacing.

Manuscript Structure

Authors should upload a title sheet, with the title of the paper, name and title of the author, institutional affiliation and teaching or research post (if relevant), postal address, phone, fax, and e-mail.

Abstract and Keywords
Submissions should include an abstract (no more than 150 words) along with about five keywords arranged in alphabetical order.

Biographical Note
A biographical note of no more than 50 words should be included.
Block Quotes
All quotes three lines in length or more should be set out from the text and indented, leaving one blank line of text above and below. In all quotations, the exact spelling and punctuation of the original must be adhered to faithfully unless clearly enclosed in square brackets [ ], not round ones ( ).

Acknowledgements
Put any acknowledgements in a separate paragraph as part of the Title Page document in Editorial Manager. These should be blinded or excluded entirely in the manuscript.

Italics
Do not use bold in the text: use italics instead. Keep its use to a minimum.

References
All references should follow the Chicago Manual of Style, 16th Edition. Sample citations for footnotes and bibliographies can be found at: chicagomanualofstyle.org/toolscitationguide/citation-guide-1.html.
We recommend EndNote Styles to assist in formatting your manuscript: endnote.com/style_download/chicago-manual-of-style-16th-edition-author-date-b/.
If any journal articles are given, please insert the DOI number if available.

Samples for Footnotes

When referencing an article or book a second time, use the “shortened notes” format:
Dworkin, Freedom’s Law, 55.
Hegel, Philosophy of Right, 320.
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Samples for Bibliography


Figures and Tables

Illustrations, tables, maps, and figures must be numbered consecutively and include captions which identify the source of any image or data. All figures and tables must be cited consecutively in the text. Figures should be submitted as separate source files in .eps, .tif, or .jpg format, in a size suitable for the typesetting area of the journal. The resolution of these files should be at least 300 dpi for half-tone figures, and 600 dpi for line drawings. Number the files, and indicate in the manuscript where they are to appear (Fig. 1 here). The text in a figure must be legible, and should not be smaller than corps 7. The size of this lettering for any text in a figure should be the same for all figures in the manuscript. Authors are responsible for obtaining and paying for all copyright and reproduction charges.

Publication

Proofs

Upon acceptance, a PDF of the article proofs will be sent to authors of articles, discussions, and book reviews by e-mail to check carefully for factual and typographic errors. Authors are responsible for checking these proofs and are strongly urged to make use of the Comment & Markup toolbar to note their corrections directly on the proofs. At this stage in the production process only minor corrections are allowed. Alterations to the original manuscript at this stage will result in considerable delay in publication and, therefore, are not accepted unless charged to the author. Proofs should be returned within 4 working days of receipt.

E-offprints

A PDF file of the article will be supplied free of charge by the publisher to authors for personal use. Brill is a RoMEO yellow publisher. The Author retains the right to self-archive the submitted (pre-peer-review) version of the article at any time. The submitted version of an article is the author’s version that has not been peer-reviewed, nor had any value added to it by Brill (such as formatting or copy editing). The
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Author retains the right to self-archive the accepted (peer-reviewed) version without any embargo period. The accepted version means the version which has been accepted for publication and contains all revisions made after peer reviewing and copy editing, but has not yet been typeset in the publisher’s lay-out. The publisher’s lay-out must not be used in any repository or on any website (brill.com/resources/authors/publishing-books-brill/self-archiving-rights).

Consent to Publish

Transfer of Copyright
By submitting a manuscript, the author agrees that the copyright for the article is transferred to the publisher if and when the article is accepted for publication. For that purpose the author needs to sign the License to Publish which will be sent with the first proofs of the manuscript.

Open Access
Should the author wish to publish the article in Open Access he/she can choose the Brill Open option. This allows for non-exclusive Open Access publication under a Creative Commons license in exchange for an Article Publication Charge (APC), upon signing a special Brill Open Consent to Publish Form. More information on Brill Open can be found on brill.com/brilopen.